




I first met Paul in 1984 on the set of the video for Silent Running. I was very much involved as a drummer on 
the London session scene and Paul, following stints with Roxy Music and Squeeze was clocking up the miles 
on the freeways of America and Europe with Nick Lowe and The Cowboy Outfit. We had both been drafted in by 
Mike Rutherford to record tracks for what became the first Mike & the Mechanics album. As the years progressed 
I became more involved in production and Paul continued to develop as an all-round musician, singer and 
songwriter performing on records with Eric Clapton, The Smiths, BB King, Elton John and writing songs for the 
Eagles, Mike & The Mechanics, Linda Rondstadt and many other music legends.

Paul’s career has taken many twists and turns but whether playing with friends in a rock ’n’ roll ‘dive’, 
contributing to other artists projects or singing in front of 300,000 people as a guest on Roger Waters’ iconic 
production of THE WALL, LIVE in Berlin, Paul’s commitment and integrity has always been 100%.

Gradually Paul’s focus became more and more on being a singer songwriter in control of his own destiny. Having 
been signed to a number of record labels over the years, being in favour one minute and then out the next, Paul 
became increasingly frustrated with the unpredictability of the major record labels.  

One day we had a conversation, “Do I really have no alternative to signing these rollercoaster record deals ?!” 
The answer was “Yes… you can start your own label, record music you like, and weather the commercial storm.”

At the time, everyone was still chasing record deals with major labels. It was a huge gamble to go the independent 
route. You need not only to write and record the music, you also have to organise artwork, manufacturing and 
distribution and of course the promotion, in order to get your music out there, heard by the public in the face of 
fierce competition.

Paul knew this was a long-term project which needed a complete commitment both financially and creatively to 
work. And work he did, touring relentlessly with a group of musicians picked from his hometown of Sheffield who, 
over more than twenty years he has honed into a world-class outfit, playing sell out concerts all over the world.

These recordings that celebrate those 20 years are aptly called The Independent Years. They are a collection of 
recordings from live concerts and TV shows and demonstrate what it takes to be a successful musician and 
songwriter. My personal belief is that real talent is much rarer than people imagine. And in Paul Carrack that 
talent is here to be heard in all its raw emotion.

Each Paul Carrack show is different, he sings how he feels, with the ability to channel those emotions to his 
many fans.

So, enjoy these recordings and to the many new artists, listen hard to this talent and also celebrate that he has 
shown there is another way of having a career in music; one that you can control yourself. But it takes talent, 
commitment and time.

I hope you enjoy the journey as much as we have; The Independent Years. Peter Van Hooke (January 2020)



Big thanks to all the musicians, crew and team who have been with me over the past 
20 years, especially: Mark Mellor: Driver and security / Anton Dunbar: Monitors / Dave 
Mullholland: Guitar Tech / Merchandise, Graham Bonnett, Keith Birtwhistle: Front 
of house sound / Paul Copley: Website, social media / Alan Wood: Tour Management 
2000-2016 / Alison Povey: Tour Manager / Pete Sharman & all his crew at Isophase /  
Zak Nicholson: Lighting. Also to the backroom team, Ian Ross: Design and artwork / 
Del, Jonny and everyone at Proper Distribution / Adrian Treddinick and Amanda 
Beel at All About Promotions / Lauren Barker for Facebook and digital marketing / 
Alison Munro for 2019 web design / Special thanks to Paul Charles (Asgard). 
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